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HONDA TENDER T25 AE3

        

   

Product price:  

725,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

HONDA Inflatable T25 AE3 

Honda Inflatable T25 AE3 is an aluminum dinghy dinghy that can be equipped with Honda
outboard motor; this dinghy can be paired with an outboard for up to 6 hp.

HONDA TENDER T25 AE3 is portable, lightweight and perfect for coastal exploration, fishing or
simply offshore excursions. With a new bow roller design, a high-quality durable PVC body and
larger diameter tubulars for smoother sailing, the new range of Honwave Tenderers is perfect for
lake or seaside excursions.

With a Honda outboard, it will be even easier to go to sea with the T25 AE3 tender. That's
because the tender's larger diameter tubulars ensure excellent flotation and stability. Honda
quality in both engines and dinghies or tenders always makes a difference in boating.

Honda T25 AE3 has an overall length of 250 cm and can carry up to 3 adults with inside 3
compartments plus the strap. If you take your fun a little more seriously, this inflatable boat with
aluminum deck is a super tough option. Suitable for any boating need, its oversized load-bearing
tubes have hydrostatic thrust that makes cruising even easier.

HONDA TENDER T25 AE3 are designed to withstand whatever they may encounter on the open
sea. This is true for any kind of climate and sea, in fact even the Honda T25 AE3 inflatable boat is
protected against everything. HONDA TENDER T25 AE3 is made from high quality European
PVC - simply the best available - which makes this inflatable boat not only durable but also
lightweight.

In addition to being made of European PVC, Honda inflatable boats also have thick planking
around the entire boat. This not only acts as a bumper to protect the hoses from puncturing, but
its curved shape deflects water jets.
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The KIT HONDA TENDER T25 AE3 INCLUDES:

- Carry bag
- Puncture repair kit
- Pressure gauge
- Oars
- Foot pump
- Boat bench

Technical Specifications Honda T25 AE3:
Total Length: 2500 mm
Maximum Beam: 1560 mm
Interior Length: 1530 mm
Interior Beam: 680 mm
Tubular Diameter: 435 mm
Packing Dimensions: 1120x650x380 mm
Net Weight: 45 Kg
Maximum Power: 6 hp
Number of Passengers: 3/- Adults/Children
Weight when Fully Loaded: 440 Kg
Compartments: 3 + Strap
Straw: Aluminum

If you are looking for another item like the Honda T25 then you can browse our entire catalog
reserved for inflatable boats.
This product does not include the outboard motor.

Images and technical data are not binding.
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Product features:  

Length (mm): 2500
Gross laden weight (Kg): 440
Weight (Kg): 45
Maximum beam (mm): 1560
Internal beam (mm): 680
Internal length (mm): 1530
Tubular diameter (mm): 435
Maximum power (hp): 6
Number of passengers (Adults/Children): 3/-
Compartments: 3 + Belt
Pagliolo: Aluminium
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